
• The Cupola is a small module that 
is attached to the lower hatch of 
Node 3 with 1 axial window and 6 
radial windows that are facing 
toward the Earth.  These windows 
have covers that are usually 
closed to protect the windows 
from micro meteorites from 
damaging the glass.  The covers 
are opened by astronauts turning 
knobs on the inside of the Cupola 
that rotate the covers kind of like 
petals on a flower opening up.  
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Inside the Cupola

• The inside of the Cupola is a 
small space that houses 
computers, screens and 
controls for operating the 
robotic arm. There is plenty of 
room for one person but 3 or 4 
is getting pretty cramped.  
There are several small blue 
hand rails between the 
windows and many handrails 
both black and blue that are 
near waist high when looking 
out the windows.  There are 
also circular connection points 
for the Cupola Crew Restraint.  
Crew like the CCR when 
working at the Robotic Work 
Station but it doesn’t give 
enough mobility when taking 
pictures out the windows.  
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Robotic Work Station in the Cupola



Cupola Crew Restraint

For the front or back 
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The Cupola Crew Restraint is very good when the crew is working at the Robotic Work Station because it holds them in 
the correct location for the computers, screens and controls.  But when taking pictures out the windows the CCR has 
limited positioning (a little low) and is slow for repositioning as the photo target moves as the station orbits. 
The  CCR is more complicated than what the crew wants for taking pictures.  The crew needs a fairly small and simple 

device that will attach to the handrails, seat track or CCR attachment points and be easy to slip in and out of.  



Looking down from Node 3  toward the windows 
to see how the CCR fits into the round attachment 
points.
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CCR is used.



Problem
The current restraint systems allow the 
crew to position themselves close to 
the windows but they are angled 
wrong so they can get the variety of 
angles needed for photography.  They 
end up wedging their feet under the 
handrails but its not as stable due to 
the angles.  

CCR attachment 
points --1.5” 
diameter (8)

Seat track locations between each window (6)

Handrails (10)

This picture was taken before the 
Robotic Work Station was installed 
so there is a little more space.  
Small handrails can also be placed 
at the seat track locations between 
the windows.



Requirements
• Allows crew to get up close to the windows without bumping into the glass with 

cameras.

• Needs to fit multiple body types

• Should attach to either seat track, handrail or the CCR attachment points.

• Needs to be easy to get out of the way for other activities.

• Needs to be easy to get in and out of quickly

• Easy to clean

• Fairly small so it is easy to stow out of the way

Suggestions 
• Could attach to waist, upper leg or lower leg to allow for crew to work with 

cameras. 
• Possible materials could be aluminum, ULTEM plastic or soft goods—nomex, 

leather—or a combination of all.
• May be a good application for a single or double ball clamp.
• Look at the Restraint and Mobility Aids pdf on the Design and Prototype Resources 

page. http://hunchdesign.weebly.com/design-and-prototype-resources.html

http://hunchdesign.weebly.com/design-and-prototype-resources.html
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